Abstract Many unusual eff~s are observed in vibrating strings or wjres as a consequence of tensional &anges and longitudinal motion which are ignored in simple theory. For a wire driven sinusoidatly at 6equencics near and resonanw there is generated motion perpmdicular to the plane of the &]ving form and dso higher harmonics. me effects are very sensitive to asymmetries which produce slight differences in the free vibration frequencies in two orthogonal dir-ions. Some related eff~of importance in some musid instruments are observed for freely vibrating plucked string. Phenomena are illustrated with video displays.
The motion of a vibrating string or wire driven sinusoidally in a fied direction is very complex buse of nonlinw effas even for low amplituda. Notable effects at bequencies na a natural rmonanw are the generation of motion perpendicular to the pIane of the driving fmce, sudden jumps in amplitude and phase, hysteresis, and generation of harmonics of the driving fiquency. The generation of whirling motion, rather than the -ed planar motion, is readily &ed in elernen~student laboratory experiments on standing waves in a driven string or wire. These efftis area~nsequence oftensional changes and longitudinal motion which, when included in the theory, yield coupled nonlin-equations for transverse motion in orthogonal dirwtions. The equations u be solved for special ses with special assumptions, but general solutions cannot be ob~inti. We have b investigating this subjti experimentally for wveral years and -Iier results have kn reportd together with refaences to thmretical work (1). Reportd here is an extension of that work to include the higher harmonics, sometimes large, which are generated at driving frequencies near a natural resonanm, and dw the effwts ofasyrnmetries which muse slight differen= in fi= vibration fiquencies in two orthogonal directions, but which m cause very substantial differen~in the nonlinear effects mentiond above.
For the large amplitude free vibration of a plucked string there are also signifimt consequences of the nonlinear effm of tension changes. Theoretical treatments (2), (3) predict the pr~sion of a quasi-elliptical motion of the string, which m be demonstrated on a musial instrument. Problems w ensue on an instrument such as a WIIOwhere the pr~sing elliptical trajectory w cause the plucked string to strke the fiberboard even if the initial motion immediately after the pluck is largely parallel to the fiberboard.
A 0.50-rmn4ameter red brass harpsichord wire 0.71 m long is held at bth ends in coll~clamped in wood blocks boltd to a see] km embeddd in concrete. A hors=hoe magnet, pla~at the inter of the wire, provides the magnetic field which causes the ford vibration of the wire when an alternating current passes through it. The motion is sensed by optiml detectors, the outputs ofvvhich are fti to an X-Y oscilloscope and an F~frequency anal~r. The apparatus details are essentially the same as descri~in (1) except that a provision has been made for rotating the magnet over a range of 180°or more. The low-amplitude fievibration frequency, d=ignated by Jm is about 65 & with some &y-t&day variations due to temperature changes. Asymmetries due to the nature of the clamping of the wire in the collets yieldd a difference of 0.29 W been two orthogonal directions for the dah show in Fig. 1 @) and (c) and Fig. 2 . The trajectory of a point on a wire vibrating freely afier a pluck is otiined with the same apparatus but with no alternating driving current in the wire. Fig. I shows the response curves in both the driving (D) and perpendicular~) directions for the tidamental of the driving frquency fm three different clamping renditions. The tidamentals (first harmonics) in the two directions are designatd by D 1 and PI. In Fig. 1 (a) where the termination is essentially~metrial the results are similar to those shown in (l). me P motion grows rapidly near resonanw until the amplitudes in the two dirwtions are equal and the phase diffmence is 90°so that the motion is circular. A resonanm p~is never rmchd kwe eff@iveIy -keeps incr~ing as a result of changes in the average tension as,the amplitude increases. k Fig. 1 @) , where the natural frquency in the driving direction~O(D) is 0.29 Hz higher than the natural frequency in the perpendicular direction fi~), a large P motion peak is generatd that exceeds the D motion because the driving frequency in the pregion mrresponds with~O@)even though it is such that the D amplitude is relatively small. h Fig. 1 (c) , where the situation is reversed, the driving fiquency apparently does not reach~0~), which kqs incrming sinw the large D amplitude raises the average tension. Consequently there is little generation of P mot ion. Fig. 2 exhibits the generated mnd harmonics D2 and P2 in the D and P directicrns in addition to the ti&mentals for the asymmetri~l situations of Figs. 1 @) and (c). Substantial third and ftih harmonics are also present but are not shown. me complex patterns of motion, keyed to regions of the response curves, do show, however, the eff@ of aIl of the harmonics in both the D and P directions. me sudden partial collapse of D2 and P2 at about 66 Hz in Fig.  2 (a) and the upward jump of DI appm as dramatic changes in the trajectories. me patterns just before and afier wllapse are very stible, and the partial mllapse phenomenon For the plucked wire, the predictions of Elliott and Cough for a pr~ssing quasi-elliptical trajectory in the symmetrical~se and Elliott's prediction of the ellipse rocking back and forth when there is signifimt asymmetry (ase (ii) on p. 480 of reference (2)) are borne out by the observations. Both stable and varying patterns of motion for the plucked and the driven &se may be found in a link at http://~.physics. uni,dtianson.html.
